Nursery
Wonderful Wednesday 6th January 2021

Morning Message from Miss Beckett
Good Morning Nursery
I loved seeing all your super photographs and videos on Seesaw.
I can see that many of you have been working very hard at home.
You can all give yourselves a ‘Roller Coaster’ cheer and I will give you one too!
Show your families how to do this.
Today we wish a very Happy Birthday to Riley. Please remember to sing Happy Birthday to
Riley each time you wash your hands today, and to give him four loud claps once you have
dried your hands. We look forward to celebrating his birthday when we all return to school.

Literacy
Here is a story about the birthday party of a boy called Kipper.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=waRO5DVdy9s
Listen to the story and see if you can answer these questions.
What do you think Kipper is handing out to his school friends in his classroom?
How old do you think Kipper was on his birthday? How do you know?
Why do you think Mum told Dad to stop taking the sandwiches?
What do you think caused all the bubbles? Why do you think this?
Watch how Squiglet forms the letter x and then you have a go! Sometimes we write the letter x to
represent a kiss, and we write these at the end of letters and in birthday cards.
https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x6s7ihk

Mathematics
Missing Numbers
Use the number cards you made yesterday or make a new set of these.
You will be super quick at arranging the cards today, so make a line of numbers in the correct order
just as you did yesterday.
Cover your eyes or turn around and ask somebody to take one of the number cards away and hide it
behind their back.
When they tell you they are ready, turn around, look at the number line again and try to guess which
number has been taken away.
Were you correct?
Play this game several times and take turns with the person playing with you so that you
each have a turn at removing a number as well as guessing the missing number.
Some of you may wish to play with numbers higher than ten.

Other Activities
Today there is a special ‘Birthday Party’ workout for you to do. I hope you enjoy it!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s7sEi_ay9JE
In the story there were lots of soapy bubbles at Kipper’s party.
Here is a fun activity that will show you how to make long, soapy bubbles snakes!
You could perhaps make these in your bathroom or kitchen if it is too cold to do this outside.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ot-mFGuVx2Q
Don’t worry if you haven’t got any spare socks. We use a bit of J-Cloth tied with an elastic band when
we make Bubble Snakes in Nursery.
I can’t wait to see your bubble snake photographs on Seesaw!

